
Let’s get back  

to feeling good

Helping our members feel good is in our DNA.  

This is why we created the Servus Feel Good Movement  

to provide the financial and mental health support our members  

need to get back to feeling good, about money and life in general.

Learn more at servus.ca/feelgoodmovement.

www.servus.ca/feel-good-movement

1,107 submissions and  
stories were received from  
the public nomination program

100 recipients 
57 individuals, 24 small businesses  
19 non-profits organizations

a total awarding of   $100,000

Social media video.30s TV commercial . Print content.

Organic 
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content .

Blog article sample.
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1.Problem

In March 2020 Albertans hit the perfect storm. The COVID-19 pandemic plus  

the combination of cratering world oil prices placed them in the unique position  

of dealing with a health, economic and oil industry crisis, all at the same time. 

To respond to this crisis with urgency and compassion, Servus implemented  

a series of financial relief programs, as well as member and staff physical health  

security initiatives.  Being fortunate to have a highly relevant brand message 

in-market before the pandemic, allowed us to step back and evaluate how  

other organizations directed their brand and community voices during the initial 

stages of this crisis. 

On reflection we identified the Servus role was to simply respond to and share our 

members timely feelings about life, and money; acting as conduit to move these 

current “not good” feelings down the road to “good” feelings as soon as time would 

allow. Thereby embodying the meaning of our brand promise - Feel good about 

your money.

We identified a platform that unified our Community Engagement and Brand voices 

together during this pandemic period.  A platform that is on brand, differentiating, 

and flexible at the same time.  A platform that allows the member’s voice to be  

the voice of Servus. 

2. Solution

Launch a movement

A movement that has the Servus DNA at its core, and the single goal of getting 

Albertans on the road to feeling good about their money, and their life, again.

The Servus Feel Good Movement

This Servus Feel Good Movement was a platform from where all marketing,  

communication and community engagement activities initiated.  It launched  

the first week of May 2020 during Mental Health Awareness Week and continued  

in various components until the end of the year. 

 The Movement manifested itself in: 

1. A kickoff program that gave an initial $50,000 financial contribution  

to 211 Alberta, a mental/emotional health support line. 

2. An all-encompassing portal on servus.ca that transparently answered all  

possible questions about the movement while hosting all-things COVID related. 

Its purpose to be the overarching proof point of how Servus is working to move 

members along the path to feeling good about their lives and money once again.

3. An expansion of our “surprise and delight” efforts to spread good feelings to 

more members and Albertans. We launched a nomination program through 

which deserving persons, businesses and non-profit organizations could be 

nominated by others to receive a personalized gift from Servus of up to  

$1,000 in value. The nomination program recognized those who needed  

a helping hand AND those selfless individuals who stepped up to help others 

during the pandemic. Each recipient received a gift that was personalized  

to their specific individual needs.

On top of this, the Movement also acted as an organizing principle for Servus’s  

community engagement strategy, meaning current sponsorship and donation  

investment principles, policies and budgets would be reviewed, confirmed  

or possibly redeployed, with an eye to helping members get back on the road  

to feeling good.

3. Delivery

Learning from past recessions we recognized that many organizations cut back  

on ad spend. We also knew that historically speaking, organizations that at least 

maintained share of voice (SOV) during an economic downturn tended to come  

out stronger than those brands that significantly reduced ad spend during  

the downturn. 

We applied this learning to promote the Servus Feel Good Movement while also 

tailoring our ad spend to the shifting media consumption habits of the general 

population during the pandemic. 

In the beginning stages of the campaign, we focused primarily on TV, Digital Video 

and Social Media to drive mass awareness of the initiative.  Then as the campaign 

matured and health restrictions loosened, we shifted our focus to ‘activation’  

with greater emphasis on our nomination program and a social media influencer 

strategy (Linda Hoang, Mike Morrison, and Brett Gardner).

To provide a strong foundation for the duration of the campaign, we used Paid 

Search to cover always-on brand topics and COVID related impacts on the market,  

and Display and Static Social ads were also used to bring an audience to our site.

4. Performance: Nomination Program Results

4.1 Nomination Program Results

A total of 1,107 submissions and stories were received from the public nomination 

program.  From these nominations, 100 recipients, consisting of 57 individuals,  

24 small businesses and 19 non-profits organizations, were each gifted $1,000  

for a total awarding of $100,000.

There were many themes to the stories including giving back during COVID in 

the form of delivering food, making masks, providing entertainment, baking, etc.  

Towards the end of the campaign the theme shifted to helping recipients help pay 

bills, buy groceries, and pay a mortgage/rent payment.

The Servus Feel Good Movement reached throughout Alberta and even spread 

across Canada and beyond! Nominations were received from Alberta, BC,  

Saskatchewan, Ontario, across the USA, and even in Australia. 

As an additional layer of member support, the Servus Feel Good Movement  

purchased the majority of its personalized gifts from Servus small business  

members, ensuring they were supported during this time of need. These  

businesses included:

• Ten Foot Henry Calgary • Village Ice Cream Calgary

• Edmonton Co-op • Calgary Co-op

• Independent Groceries • Phoenix Spa, Redcliff

• Redcliff Bakery  • Riverview Care Center, Medicine Hat

4.2 Community Engagement Results

The Servus Feel Good Movement also contributed over  

$1 million in donations by way of:

• more than $275,000 to Alberta mental health initiatives,

• more than $110,000 to food banks throughout Alberta,

• and, more than $100,000 to Albertan family and women support services.

In all, nearly 200 charities and non-profits received support across the province.

4.3 Media Campaign Performance

Over the six week campaign, 1.7M Albertans viewed the Feel good Movement  

creative:

 

While video is used as an awareness tactic and to drive brand affinity, there  

was a substantial amount of clicks through to site with 7,075 over the course  

of the campaign.

4.4 Activation Campaign Performance

The interest from the movement was highlighted by local media on several  

occasions as they interviewed gifted nominees.

The campaign reached 624,240 people in Alberta with the “Nominate a deserving 

Albertan” message driving 18,701 landing page views. Two video formats ran  

on social: 6 second video was focused on driving Awareness and 15 sec video  

on driving site visits to learn more.
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